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How Virginia investor-owned utilities meet demand today

Dominion
65% fossil fuels 
33% nuclear
2% renewable energy 
(biomass, hydro)

Appalachian Power
83% coal
4.4% wind
2.5% hydro



Dominion future supply
• Dominion 2018 IRP lists options, no “preferred plan”
• Existing CC gas will total 8,704 MW when Greensville plant (1,585 

MW) comes online in 2019 
• Gas CT proposed is 3,664 MW over 15 years
• Solar proposed is about 4,720 MW over 15 years 

• Output of 4,720 MW solar at 25% capacity is equal to 1,416 MW gas 
at 80% capacity; i.e., all this solar equals less than one Greensville 
plant

• 12 MW offshore wind (2 turbines) – only wind in IRP
• Finally gives up on new nuclear, but expects relicensing of existing 

reactors

APCo future

supply

• 2032 plan calls for 73.5% coal, 11% gas
• Wind up to 5%, solar 7%
• Makes Dominion look good



Changes in the works

• State carbon regulations approaching finish 
line

• 2018 “grid mod” legislation included 5,000 
MW of wind and solar “in the public interest”

• 2018 Energy Plan likely to focus on solar 
energy, offshore wind, efficiency, storage

• New Dominion “community” solar tariff likely 
to be approved

• Offshore wind pilot project now before SCC



New carbon regs

• In 2017 McAuliffe directed DEQ to write regs
to cut CO2 from power plants by 30% by 2030 
– Rule likely to be finalized in early 2019

• State will issue carbon allowances, utilities will 
trade in the northeast carbon market
– Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative (RGGI)

• Governor Northam has made implementation 
a priority

• Republicans want to stop it.



Joining RGGI?

• Northam legislation would have 
VA join Regional Greenhouse Gas 
Initiative, not just trade

• Pollution allowances would be 
auctioned off, not given away

• Would raise $$$ for renewable 
energy, energy efficiency, 
adaptation, coalfields transition

• Republicans killed bill in 2018

• Northam likely to try again 2019



“Grid Transformation and Security Act”

• Lets Dominion spend up to $2 
billion putting lines underground 
with no regulatory oversight

• Requires Dominion to propose new 
efficiency spending, but proposals 
don’t have to win approval 

• Puts 5,000 MW wind and solar in 
the public interest, doesn’t require 
anything

• Lets Dominion spend overearnings instead of refunding
• Gives Dominion control over grid modernization process



Since the law took effect. . .

• Dominion proposes spending on smart meters 
and grid hardening (don’t call it grid mod)

• Applies for approval of offshore wind pilot and 
purchase of solar electricity

• SCC wants to know how much authority it has 
to reject these proposals

• SCC staff pushing back hard on Dominion solar 
proposals, wants more gas(!) but also 
customer solar(!)



2018 Virginia Energy Plan

• Each new governor submits in October of first 
year

• Covers 10 years

• No teeth, but sets expectations

• Northam plan focused on distributed solar, 
EVs, storage, wind

• Leaves out grid transformation



What else is happening in 2018

• Dominion solar tariff (“community solar”) likely to be 
approved
– Residential customers will be able to buy renewable 

energy from utility at a premium

• Corporate purchasing of solar strong, corporations tell 
Governor and legislators they want RE not gas

• Developers now have 8,000 MW of solar proposed in 
Virginia

• Local governments lead the way
– Local sustainability managers working together
– 100% clean electricity campaigns active across state
– Solar schools gaining traction



Does any of this affect pipelines?

• Dominion IRP proposes less new gas than in 
previous years

• Existing gas plants, plus Greensville (2019), 
already have supply contracts and don’t need 
ACP

• Lower battery storage costs make case for new 
gas CTs much harder

• In this week’s IRP hearing, SCC finally asking 
hard questions about ratepayer impacts



Rooftop solar needs your help
• “Grid mod” bill addressed only utility solar
• Barriers to customer-owned and third-party owned solar:

– 1% cap electricity from net metered solar
– Limits on 3d party power purchase agreements (PPAs)
– Barriers prevent local governments from putting solar on 

landfills to supply municipal buildings, etc.
– Apartment building owners can’t install solar, sell output to 

tenants 
– Standby charges penalize large home systems/EVs
– Commercial projects limited to 1 MW
– Meter aggregation not allowed
– Can’t install more solar than needed to meet last year’s demand

• None of these barriers reflect technical limits



Net metering: Virginia’s only

incentive for customer solar 
• Customers with solar get a one-for-one credit for 

electricity put onto the grid

– Not actually “selling power back to the grid”

• Multiple benefits to utility and other customers:

– Utility gets use of valuable peak electricity

– Can eliminate need for new generation and 
transmission, resulting in cleaner air, lower costs

But net metering is under attack from utilities
• Threatens business model built around ever-

increasing electricity use



What you can do
• Talk to your legislators about rooftop solar

– Economic opportunities, jobs, energy savings
– Ask them to support Solar Freedom legislation and the 

“easy 8” reforms removing barriers to customer solar

• Talk to local leaders
– Ask them to join localities committed to 100% renewable 

energy
– Solar schools, PPAs, energy savings performance contracts 

can all save money and energy NOW
– Ask them to support solar freedom legislation 

• Write letters to the editor
– Say no to pipelines, yes to a renewable energy future for 

Virginia



Thank you!


